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Motivation

https://www.epa.gov/homeland-security-research/support-states



Comparison: previous work – ionic liquid
Ti
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Contaminant
Novel ionic liquid simulant: a coloured single-component 
liquid: a simulant for a bulk agent.

Alkyl-Methyl-Imidazolium-Cation
fluorescein

We used the octyl form

Property

Colour Concentrated: red, 
Diluted: flourescein yellow

Viscosity Tuneable, not characterised L
Diffusion coefficient Unknown, est. 5 ⋅ 10%&'()/+

in the diluted limit [1]
Density 1200 − 1400 /0/(1 [2]
[1] 2%& (anion) :  T. Casalini et al., J. Phys. Chem. B. 2011, 115, 12896–12904, 23& (cation) and averaging :  S. et al., J. Chem. Eng. Data 2009, 54, 2389-2394
[2] Estimate from data found for similar compounds in: D. Tomida et al., J. Chem. Eng. Data 2007, 52, 577-579 

dstl patent pending



Setup

Experimental parameters Gravity driven flow
Flow velocity 2 – 30 cm/s

Reynolds range 10 – 400 
Vertical setup to facilitate 
bubble escape



1 mm

Results

Flow

Time

1. Two regimes: “pure” dissolution

2. Dissolution with vortex formation

151° 161°

Exp5: u = 2.6 cm/s, Re = 40, angle  ca. 140 °.



Model for dissolution (of the upstream end)

Hypothesis: in the absence of internal flows, 
one can deal with both ends separately

In both volumes, we have:
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Diffusive boundary layers in gaps and cracks
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For 7 we use our solution for thin-boundary layers … (P9 ∼
10' − 10= ≫ 1): 
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Average fluxes from experiment



Average fluxes from experiment and model 
prediction



Average fluxes – constant offset?



Why?
1. Ionic liquid may not be tracer in the boundary layer!

What is D(c)? Do we have to solve a non-linear diffusion 
equation in this case?
Do we have to take account the change
in viscosity across the boundary layer?
2. What is the true shape of the interface?



Summary and Conclusion
• Reported surface washing effects of contaminants in gaps 

using a new ionic liquid simulant
• For droplets with relatively sharp angles, downstream 

vortices form which seem to affect mass transfer
• The eddies seem to affect what happens at the upstream 

end of the droplet
• Our boundary layer model predicts the mass transfer 

through the interface at the upstream end in the correct 
order of magnitude

• However: more work is needed – not just on the 
experiments itself but also to characterise the new liquid.


